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SUCCESSFUL MARKETING MANAGEMENT
If you’re a successful business owner with a clear, long-term vision, it can be frustrating to see 
your sales at a stalemate. After considering all other potential problems, let me ask you—when 

was the last time you looked at the consistency and quality of your marketing strategy?

Maybe your marketing plan just isn’t connecting with customers, or your team is so inconsistent 
that customers forget your brand altogether. It’s time for a marketing refresh. Let’s explore ten 

key principles that can help you successfully manage your marketing. 

Marketing is a make-it-or-break-it element for small businesses. Answering fundamental
marketing questions can feel more like navigating a minefield than planning your marketing
strategy. 

Marketing isn’t meant to be scary or intimidating. It should be fun and interactive, with your
company and customers coming together under a stellar marketing plan. But, we often allow our 
poor attitudes towards marketing to get in the way of our potential positive marketing results.  

Have you heard yourself or your marketing team say, we don’t have the:
     Time
     Money
     Resources
     Creativity
     Energy
     Authority

At the end of the day, these are excuses. Regardless of your company’s circumstances, you can 
find a way to market your brand better. And if anything, you can create a marketing strategy for 
your brand’s future. 

Work to turn your excuses for putting marketing off into reasons why you should market. For 
example, maybe you don’t have the extra money to spend on marketing, but if you want a healthy 
marketing budget one day, you may need to post daily on social media to gain more customer 
traction and sales.

Focus on the positive potential that marketing can have on your company, employees, and
customers. A better marketing attitude may spark creativity and propel your brand forward.

1. Evaluate Your Marketing Attitude

2. Know Your Marketing Fundamentals



You should be able to answer these fundamental marketing questions:
     Who is your brand marketed to, and why?
     How much should you spend on your marketing plan? 
     Which marketing medium is most effective?
     How will you measure results?

Getting the basics of marketing right can mean a full-scale brand reboot or a total implosion of 
your business. Be clear on who you are marketing to and why. Know your budget and choose a 
marketing medium that will reach the largest audience while allowing you to see a return on your 
marketing investment. 

3. Learn What Your Marketing Can Accomplish

4. Cultivate a Testing Mindset

The term “marketing” can be linked to many different types of marketing strategies. For example, 
the teen on the street corner spinning a pizzeria sign is marketing. An in-store campaign to get 
customers to sign up for a loyalty program is marketing. An expensive digital campaign to boost 
the sale of high-end sunglasses is marketing. 

Just like each business, each marketing strategy will differ. While your marketing style may be 
different, there are a few pivotal qualities each marketing strategy aims to complete.

     Stir Curiosity: You want your potential customers to feel a pull or attraction to your services
    or products. Your marketing will make them feel like they need to know more about
    the product, store, brand, etc. 
     Fill a Need: Your marketing should explain how your customer can fulfil their needs once
    they purchase your products, services, etc. 
     Increase KPIs: Your marketing should generate sales, visits, clicks, etc. You’ll want to see
    results within your Key Performance Indicators. 
     Improve for the Future: Now that you’ve made a sale, learn from the sale and determine
    if marketing had anything to do with the final sale.

After creating your stellar marketing strategy, it’s time to test it! Yes, testing your marketing
strategy takes time, but it doesn't need to have a high cost. Test groups allow you to test your 
marketing strategy on a small scale with limited to no consequences.

If you’re a small business and cannot afford to conduct a typical test and control group study, you 
may decide to market to your most loyal customers first. Here you can gain valuable feedback 
without the danger of losing droves of potential customers. 

As part of your marketing strategy, you may need to test the message, concept, campaign, etc. 
Regardless of what you decide to test, know that the more you test your marketing strategy, the 
more it will improve.



5. Ask for Help!
Asking for help isn't a sign of weakness. Successful businesses ask for help all the time and are 
better for doing so. No one can be good at everything, and the same is true in business. Surround 
yourself with marketing experts, and if you don’t have your own in-house marketing team—create 
one!

6. Build a Dependable Team
When starting your small business, you may have only a few employees; as you grow your
business, you will need to hire motivated individuals with a desire to see your company thrive. This 
concept is especially true of your marketing department, as they’ll be creating and maintaining 
your brand's image. 

To create an environment that employees enjoy, you must create a company that values
transparency, progress, communication, and creativity. Work these values into your company 
culture, and hold yourself and others accountable for maintaining them. 
Your marketing department is responsible for the image your company portrays to the public. 
When team members feel appreciated, they’re more likely to work harder for your brand and its 
overall image.

7. Be Proactive and Not Reactive
Rushed and inconsistent marketing will rarely get your foot in the customer's door. Don’t copy 
what worked for someone else's brand and expect it to work for you. Marketing is not a simple 
checklist. Creating a marketing strategy is about being proactive and not reactive. 

Active marketing has purposeful thought behind the strategy and message—to market how your 
brand can solve your customers' problems, showcase trendy items, or fill a gap in the industry. 
Whatever you do, don’t market out of desperation or with a poorly thought-out marketing
strategy. 

8. Set Marketing Milestones
A marketing strategy may appear overwhelming and daunting to accomplish for your small
business. It looms like a dark cloud, ready to pour on your day at any moment. If you set marketing 
milestones, your overall marketing strategy won’t seem as scary. 

Big or small, setting marketing milestones allows for a greater chance of being successful in your 
marketing strategy. For example, a small marketing goal may be to open 25 new accounts with 
the mailers your company sent out for the month. A large marketing goal may be to sell out of a 
popular item by pushing your online advertisements. 



9. Plan Ahead
Any good marketing strategy has a plan for the future. While making a sale today is essential to 
have a business tomorrow, you need to plan as if tomorrow is coming, no matter what. Not only 
does planning for the future give your small business a direction to head in, but it also leads you to 
what is possible when growth occurs. 

Your marketing strategy should remain flexible. While market changes are expected, prepare for 
unexpected occurrences as best as possible. When you pivot with the rest of the economy, 
current trends, world events, etc., your small business may have a better chance of survival and 
brand growth. 

Prepare your marketing strategy looking to the future. Look for potential events or pivot points 
and create a marketable campaign out of them. Again, be proactive instead of reactive. 

10. Review and Interpret Your Data
So, you created a killer marketing team, developed your marketing strategy, set and met 
marketing milestones, and ran the campaign. Now for the fun part—reviewing and interpreting your
marketing data. 

Some marketing data you can see in real-time; for example, daily social media posts will
automatically generate as people interact with your content. Other data will come at the end of 
your campaign, such as the total number of sales that used an exclusive coupon. 

The beauty of reviewing and interpreting your marketing data is that you can physically see the 
progress your marketing has made. Your marketing data can go one of two ways:

     If you see positive marketing results, determine how to replicate your success and adapt it
    for future marketing strategies. 
     If you see negative marketing results, reevaluate your marketing tactics. For example, was
    the copy too long, did the campaign run at a poor time of the year, or did the delivery
    method of the marketing miss its target audience? Once you know what went wrong, you
    can correct it for the future.

You can’t carry out a marketing strategy and then treat the final data like leftovers you shove in 
the back of the fridge. The results won’t keep, and wasting them is lethal for business progression. 

Your marketing milestones may be broken down by quarter, month, bi-annually, annually, etc. 
Regardless of your chosen milestone timeframe, you create and set your marketing milestone, do 
what works best for your business. And when the day comes to review your marketing milestone, 
be honest in your review, good or bad. 



FINAL THOUGHTS
To see your business grow, you need to create and implement a well thought out marketing

strategy. Once you have your marketing strategy in place, check it often, review your goals, and be 
prepared to pivot when you need to. 

Use the tools you have, like your marketing team or marketing data, to create better strategies 
each time you review your marketing plan. When you focus on managing your marketing with 

quality, efficiency, and consistency, you’ll see the growth you’ve been waiting for. 

Contact me today to find out more about how to accelerate your marketing efforts with ease 
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